Poetry Pin
Administrator Tutorial

Poetry Pin is a simple system which enables anyone to post a text to a specific location with
their mobile phone and also find other poems which have already been pinned.
•

Pinned poems are live immediately, ready for
others to hunt out.

•

The area of the channel is set by Poetry Pin and
once inside the zone poems can be found and
pinned.

•

There is no limit to the amount of poetry which
can be tagged, although when more poems are
tagged to a single location it becomes harder
for the user to read.

•

There are profanity filters in the system but
administrators should be aware that these are
not very sophisticated.

•

When a poem is pinned it can also be shared
through Twitter using a bespoke # set and edited by Poetry Pin.

•

All new poems are posted with a footer button enabling the general public to turn the
poem off. This enables all participants to police the poetry and keep submissions in
order. The administrator can disable this button which secures the visibility of specific
poems.

Getting Started - How to Find a Poem
Opening the webpage will trigger a pop up asking to use
your location.
Please click ‘allow’ as without this your proximity to
poems cannot be calculated. Note - iPhone illustrated,
Android permissions are different but also essential.

Navigation
The blue pin is your location.
The red pins are poems.
Notice the ‘Add Poem’ button top
right is grey since I was outside the
area of the channel at the time.
Nearest poems are listed first below
the map, with the total of unlocked
poems (being the ones which you
have already visited) beneath them.
Note – Once poems have been found
they can be read at any time.

To Unlock Pins and Poems
Walk to a pin to reveal the poem.
Here, I was near a poem called Vitamin S in
Dunster.
Notice there are only 4 poems in this trail, of
which I have found just 1 of them.
When I walk away from this pin, it will drop off
the ‘Nearest Poems’ list but still remains on the
‘Unlocked Poems’ list.

To Read Poems
To read this poem, I need to tap on its title,
here it is called Vitamin S. This opens a pop up
for you to read and scroll as needed.
To close just touch the cross top right.

To Add a New Poem
In this Dunster Poetry Pin, I was inside the zone and so I
was able to add a new poem. The ‘Add Poem’ button is at
the top right of the screen.
Click on this to add your poem. Note your location is
copied from your phone GPS automatically.

Add the fields required (email is
optional).
New poems only please which
you have permissions to post.
Click submit to add this new pin
to the map.

Sequence of Images - Adding a new Poem and Pin.

To Read Your Poem
Click on the title and a pop up will reveal.
Currently the poem cannot be edited by the author once
pinned, but we as administrators can.

Deleting a Pin and Poem
Notice the ‘Report as Offensive’ button at the foot of the
poem. This is added to all new poems to assist in live
moderation by the community.
Anyone can click this button to immediately remove a
pin and poem from the map without having to log in to
the back end.

Inappropriate Poem!
If you are unhappy with a poem, then hit the ‘Report as Offensive’ button and it will disappear
from public view. At a later point you can log in to review your decision and re publish or
delete completely if need be.
Note - Administrators can change the visibility (hide and reveal pins) and also delete poems.
Administrators can also edit locations and all field content of poems including title, name and
body text.
Mark-up of page cannot be edited.

Back End Administration of Pins and Poems
Subjects covered
•

Logging in

•

Changing the visibility of a poem

•

Moving a poem

•

Delicate details – maintaining a list of names

•

Managing

•

Twitter

Logging in
Log on of poetry pin is here with login, top right. - https://cms.poetrypin.info
Initial invite to create logon to Poetry Pin CMS can only come from Poetry Pin direct.

Back End Navigation
Once logged in you will land at the Poetry Pin poetry management page.
Poetry channels you can edit are listed; here there are three, the first of which doesn’t have any
poems yet.

To log out, go to your name at the top right.
To go to the front / public end of the channel, select the blue URL links on the left
To edit the poems of a channel, select ‘Manage’, this opens the page below.

Managing Poems
All poems in your channel are listed here.
Visibility of poems listed can be toggled by their status through the radio buttons at the top.
A new poem can be added by an administrator from this page by clicking the green ‘New’
button top right. A new poem will be added by default at the centre of zone unless new GPS coordinates are added. Location co-ordinates can be edited later as well.

Poems can be in four different states.
1 Public Approval – These poems will be posted with the button ‘report as offensive’
2 Public Approved – These poems will now be shown without the ‘report as offensive’
button
3 Flagged as Offensive – These poems have had the button pressed ‘report as offensive’
and so are hidden from public display.
4 Denied – These are poems which are hidden from display, they may be ‘parked’ here to
be pushed live at a later date.

Edit Poem
Click on ‘Edit’ to open a poem and edit the attributes and content.
All fields can be edited, title, author, email, body, location and status.

The poem can also be deleted if required, this is usually when multiple versions of the same
poem are posted.
Note - Poem can be in only one state at a time, toggle as required and click save.

Location Adjustment
Integration of this functionality is planned in future developments but in the mean time to
change the GPS co-ordinates and move a pin you will need to copy and paste GPS co-ordinates.
Consistency in format is essential for GPS to work - ie

51.1816940,-3.4466732

To gather new GPS co-ordinates we recommend - https://www.latlong.net
The new location must be inside the channel zone, this area is not editable by administrators.
After saving, check the live site to see the pin has now moved to where you expect! Tip - on a
desktop, when you hover the mouse pointer over a pin, the title will pop up. This helps identify
which poem is attached to which pin.

Further Help, Support and Contact
Christopher Jelley
01398 324457
M - 07751609198
E - info@poetrypin.info
F - facebook.com/poetrypin
T - twitter.com/poetrypin
B - https://poetrypin.info/news/
W - https://poetrypin.info

